
In Wheels and Waves; the story continues… the author, Alan Byde, 
provides an adequate summary of the tragedy at Lyme Bay. Four 
teenagers from the same school, Claire Langley, Simon Dunn, Rachel 
Walker and Dean Sayer, died. The events and some but not all of the 
contributory causes leading up to the accident were examined in the 
subsequent court case. These were many and varied. However, it is more 
instructive to reverse the time line and work back from when the deaths 
were inevitable.

The concluding remark by a Royal Navy sea survival expert was 
that the uninflated lifejackets were the most important factor. This 
conclusion is correct in that, once unconscious, the wearer is suspended 
head down in the water and drowns. Lifejackets, when inflated, are 
so designed as to keep the head out of the water, enabling even an 
unconscious person to breathe.

However, the stage before that is where the paddler is not in the 
water but in the craft. The Royal Navy expert was not expert in kayaks 
and the court were deprived of the information that 94% of the internal 
volume of the Mirage kayak used in the outing was available to be filled 
with seawater entering via the seating position. This data was obtained 
by this author several years later from measurement of an identical 
Mirage kayak belonging to Lochgilphead High School in Argyll.

If the Mirage had been so designed that its Cockpit Intake 
Test measurement was less than 10 litres (draft outline buoyancy 
specification) the teenagers would have been able to sit in their craft 
even with a cockpit full of water. This is because, in order to obtain a 
low CIT measurement, the cockpit volume has to be so reduced that 
the resulting high buoyancy enables the craft to be occupied by the 
paddler and, at the same time, the buoyancy is more than adequate to 
float the relatively small volume of onboard water in the cockpit. This 
water is constrained from lateral movement because of the paddler’s legs 
so that roll instability is not generated as the water cannot slosh from 
side to side (see diagrams in Wheels and Waves p83-85). With this level 
of buoyancy the paddlers would have remained stable in the first place 
even with swamped cockpits and, secondly, would have been quickly 
and easily recovered by the instructor(s) after any capsize.

In addition, with a high level of buoyancy, the weight of onboard 
water is minimal so that it is just as easy to hold the kayaks together 
with or without cockpit flooding.

There are no data on a CIT measurement for the type of Mirage 
kayak used at Lyme Bay but with only 6% buoyancy by volume in 
the form of a foam block at each end it is to be expected that a CIT 
measurement will be considerable and of the order of 100 litres of 
water, a little less than approximately half of the kayak hull volume 
(220 litres total) This onboard water represents 100kg of weight which 
generates unstoppable momentum when such a swamped kayak slides 

down a wave. Thus, it would have been almost impossible to hold a raft 
of such swamped kayaks together as was sadly the case at Lyme Bay.

One analogy to this equipment deficiency is that of a rock climbing 
party ascending a cliff. The climbers are killed when a falling climber 
breaks the rope. Many factors can be listed including the difficulty 
of the climb, inexperience of the climbers, the lack of helmets, the 
misjudgement of the instructors, a sudden change in weather making 
the rock slippery etc. However, the fact that the climbing rope was 
washing line would be pointed out early in any investigation of a 
climbing incident. The equivalent at Lyme Bay, the fact that the Mirage 
buoyancy design was inadequate, was not highlighted because objective 
measurements were not conducted and, when they were presented to 
the then BCU, they could not be published as in this author’s flooding 
report (Lamont 1989 and the BCU-commissioned Winning 1990 Sea 
Tiger report).

Moving back further in the Lyme Bay time line there was another 
critical opportunity where the outcome could have been very different. 
This was at the point of use where the teenagers and their teacher were 
about to enter their craft on the shore.

An intended use label would have read ‘This kayak is intended 
for placid water use and gentle rivers up to grade 2. This craft is not 
recommended for open water use, the sea or surf without modification.’ 
Apart from buoyancy, the other feature making these kayaks unsuitable 
for open water use is the lack of all round deck lines, essential for 
manhandling kayaks in any open water recovery operation. The teacher 
and the teenagers would have been able to read the intended use label 
and thus question the suitability of that craft for the planned journey. 
The teacher, aware of his responsibilities, would have been more 
motivated to change their plan.

In a 1995 submission by this author to the BSI committee 
considering a canoe and kayak standard, this intended use label 
suggestion was resisted by the trade-led committee.

Such a label would almost certainly have prevented the death of 
Karen Fretwell on the river Awe in Scotland in January 1993. She 
and her boyfriend were very new to canoeing and had acquired an 
Ottersports touring double kayak. This craft is a flat bottomed kayak 
designed for general touring. On an impulse, Karen and her boyfriend 
decided to paddle down the Awe. This is quite a fast river with rapids 
for which their craft was unsuitable. In their ignorance they did not 
know that and, after the craft capsized on a bend, Karen was seen to 
be floating downstream head down. Her body was recovered the next 
day as well as the kayak in three pieces. An intended use label for this 
craft would have read ‘This kayak is designed for gentle rivers up to 
grade 2, open water use and sheltered seas. It is not recommended for 
fast flowing rivers with rapids or surf.’ On reading this label, Karen and 
her boyfriend would almost certainly have been dissuaded from their 
impulse that day.
Peter Lamont. For simplicity the technical references have been omitted 
from this article.

the bare film. Putting all the eggs in one basket results in far less clutter 
and conflicts at these events but great reliance on a limited form of data 
handling.

Perhaps the greatest development in making the Olympics global was 
satellite transmission in 1964. Use of the cloud has improved reliability 
although there is backup whenever possible, including for power cuts, 
failure of generators and damage to cables. New technology included 
automated highlights using artificial intelligence, machine learning 
and automatic addition of metadata to clips. Normally it is OBS that 
takes the lead with new ideas, rather than the sport governing bodies 

or equipment manufacturers although cameras are increasingly being 
placed on sports equipment for competitors’ views.

Even back in 1996 in Atlanta I recall the media outnumbering 
the competitors, the figure doubtless much higher now. I can also 
recall standing at the doorway of an outside broadcasting unit at a 
slalom world championships where the various monitors gave a fuller 
picture than could be gathered from turning and looking at the course. 
However, there is much more of interest to the specialist viewer than 
simply the competition as seen by general sports presenters and that will 
only be picked up by informed specialist media at the event.

The missing information
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